
right. so the language fux is teaching is really
an interesting ideal: based partly on his
perceptions of palestrina’s musical language
as delivered to him through italian theorists, and
partly on his own ideas of what he thought the
language should be.

anyway, let’s get started! going through fux’s steps
for learning counterpoint gives us a glimpse of

how the masters learned their craft and a
feel for the environment in which they
developed their own musical languages. 

hurray! Let’s go, giovanni, and bring the
beautiful light of perfect composition

to these eager students!

yeah, Joe, about that... you do realize that
your idea of perfect composition is just a

no, I mean that it’s

but let’s cut fux some slack here: as theorists, we’re all guilty of this to some degree.

fux

fux

* *

palestrina

palestrina
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in 1725, an austrian composer and theorist named johann joseph fux
wrote a theory textbook called gradus ad parnassum, in which he
outlined his method of teaching how to write good counterpoint.

Gradus ad parnassum was a big hit, used (or at least praised) by
composers like Mozart, beethoven, and haydn. the system that
fux used is referred to as species counterpoint, because it
involves going through increasing levels of rhythmic complexity
which are labeled as species I, Species II, and so forth.

interestingly enough, the language fux was advocating was not the
counterpoint of the common practice period to which he belonged,
but the more strict rules of counterpoint used by composers of
the renaissance more than a century earlier.

of course,
it’s worth pointing out that

fux didn’t actually have access
to much of my music!

specifically, fux was a starry-eyed admirer of the italian
renaissance composer giovanni pierluigi da palestrina, who he
considered to represent the peak of compositional artistry...

something he felt was being lost or even squandered by his
baroque and classical contemporaries.

counterpoint is the combination
of two or more melodies, each
one as important and interesting

as the other.

Gradus ad parnassum means
“Steps to parnassus.” Parnassus
referred to the highest peak in

greece, and was used as a
metaphor for perfection.

Introduction to Species Counterpoint
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it’s
pronounced
“fooks”!

1660-1741

1525-1594

blissfully awesome thing?
yes, that’s just what I was thinking!

super fun? yayyyy!!!!!



palestrina
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before we start combining melodies, we need
to understand what constitutes a good melody

in the system of species counterpoint.

oh, and don’t repeat notes like this.
contrapuntal melodies need to be

interesting, not boring.

in general, melodies should be primarily stepwise, with a single,
definite high point or low point. effective melodies tend to progress slowly toward
the high or low point and then move back toward the starting pitch.

as you can see above, occasional leaps are okay...
but they come with a bunch of restrictions.

first, leaps should be no larger than a perfect fifth, with two exceptions: leaping by a
perfect octave, and leaping upward by a minor sixth. don’t do these very often, though!

third, leaps of a perfect fourth need to be preceded or followed by stepwise motion
in the opposite direction, to counterbalance the leap. and if a leap is larger than a
perfect fourth, it needs to be counterbalanced both before and after!

This perfect fourth is counterbalanced
by the step that occurs before the leap.

This perfect fifth is counterbalanced
by steps on both sides of the leap.

This perfect fourth is surrounded by steps,
but they aren’t in the opposite direction.

This perfect fifth has steps on both sides,
but the first one isn’t in the opposite direction.

lastly, don’t write three or more leaps in a row. You can write two leaps in a row, but
they need to outline a major or minor triad. no diminished triads...
they have tritones in them!

evil!

second, for heaven’s sake, avoid the tritone! this interval (an augmented
fourth or diminished fifth) was actually considered evil to musicians of
the time and was called the diabolus in musica... the “devil in music!”

leaping by a tritone is bad, but it’s also
important to avoid the tritone in other
ways... for example, this pattern, where

a tritone is outlined in the melodic line,
would be considered inappropriate. tritone

and really, to be
fair, these are
good guidelines

for any melody...
it’s just that fux
is a little more
strict about it.

Species Counterpoint: Melody
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BUT

why, I

yeah, yeah, Palestrina, we know
you repeated notes all the
time. But fux was pursuing an
ideal. Maybe he felt you could
do... better?

SHHHH. let’s just move on.



“first species” counterpoint is the most rhythmically simple type of counterpoint:
both voices have the exact same rhythm. as a result, it’s all about the intervals!

and that takes us to the first rule:
only use consonant intervals. 

next rule: voices can’t cross or overlap. 

the next rules have to do with perfect intervals (P1, P5, and P8... remember, P4 is
dissonant!), which play important roles and require some special treatment.

because they are such a strong sonority which can stop the counterpoint in its tracks,
unisons can only be used on the first or last notes of an exercise.

in fact, each exercise must begin
and end with a perfect interval
with the tonic in the lower voice.

for these exercises, you’ll be
writing a melody above or below
an already-written melody, called
a cantus firmus.

wait... why is that
last bit important?

the cantus firmus will always start
and end on the tonic note...
so if you are writing counterpoint
below the cantus firmus, you can’t
start with a perfect fifth, 
because you’re lower voice won’t
be the tonic. You’ll have to start
with a unison or octave instead!

all perfect intervals must be approached with
care in order to preserve voice independence.
first of all, never repeat a perfect interval!

in fact, approaching perfect intervals with both
voices moving in the same direction is bad, even
if it’s from an imperfect interval.

so it’s easiest to remember what you can do:
approach perfect intervals using contrary motion,
with at least one voice moving by step.

plus, it’s also not okay to approach a perfect
interval with leaps in both voices!

these are called
parallel fifths...

and they’re
just awful!

and then: thirds and sixths are fine, but
             no more than three in a row.

to much consonance, and
the natives get restless.

wooooooooooo

and it’s
important
to know

that to the
sixteenth-
century
ear, the
perfect
fourth
was also
dissonant!

see how the
number of the

interval is written
in between the two
voices? you should

do that too.

it’s how
rock stars

do it!
no seconds! no sevenths! no fourths!

Species Counterpoint: Species I
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second species
counterpoint adds a

touch more
complexity:

there are two notes
against every one in
the cantus firmus.

fortunately, that doesn’t make it twice as difficult: in fact, most of the previous rules
still apply without any changes.

there are only a few exceptions:

species i
rule:

species ii
rule:

only use
consonant
intervals.

unisons
can only
be used
on the

first and
last notes.

approach
perfect
intervals

using
contrary
motion

with at least
one voice

moving
by step.

no leaps
larger than
a perfect

fifth*

leaps are still fine, but don’t leap to a new high point on a downbeat.

the a in the third measure is a
new high point for the line,
so leaping to it on the
downbeat puts a lot of weight
on that one note, making it
stick out of the texture.

still true... for downbeats. for the
unaccented beats, dissonant intervals
are fine, as long as they happen as
passing tones: notes that fill in a
third created by surrounding notes.

oh, and notice how dissonant intervals
have their numbers circled? nice, huh. You should do it too.

unisons can be used on unaccented
notes... just be careful about
crossing or overlapping voices!

this rule still applies: if you use a perfect interval on a downbeat,
you need to use contrary motion from the immediately preceding
notes, and at least one voice must move by step.

(in fact, it’s also not okay to have parallel perfect intervals from
 the unaccented beat to the downbeat, but if you are approaching
 with contrary motion, that wouldn’t happen anyway.)

however, you must also be careful not
to have the same perfect interval on
two successive downbeats. This is
called parallel perfect intervals
and it’s going to be a no-no for a
good long time.

Species Counterpoint: Species II
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*excepting, of course, ascending minor sixths and perfect octaves, but you already knew that.
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not too bad, is it? yeah! bring on third species!



Species Counterpoint: Species III
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third species, as you might have guessed,
involves four notes against one.

and, compared to the other
species, it’s easy peasy!

in fact, the differences can be
summed up into four rules.

As usual, the first note in each measure must be consonant. The third note in
the measure is also usually consonant, but it can be dissonant... as long as it’s
the only dissonant note in the measure.

there are two special figures which act as exceptions to the rules above.

well, they’re kind of similar...Hey, that makes five rules! no fair!

the double neighbor tone
involves an upper neighbor

and a lower neighbor played
one after another, then

returning to the note that
approached it.

this figure can be inverted,
so the upper and lower
neighbors switch places.

the nota cambiata (or
changing tone) follows

the pattern of a step down,
a third down, then

two steps up. the middle note
of this five-note figure

must be consonant.

don’t leap more than once
in the same direction.

as for the second and fourth notes, they can be dissonant, as long
as they are passing tones or neighbor tones.

a neighbor tone is a note approached by step,
which resolves back to the note it came from.

third:

fourth:

first: all intervals larger than a third,
including perfect fourths, must be
counterbalanced by steps on
both sides.

SECOND:
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8 7 5 5 6
can be

dissonant!

must be
consonant!

can be
dissonant!
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wait, dissonances
on beat two?

but i never

quiet,
Palestrina.
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Species Counterpoint: Species IV
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with the fourth species, we stop using smaller note values and back up a bit to
species I. But instead of having the notes move at the same time, species IV involves
the voices being offset from one another.

The biggest difference
with species IV is the
fact that dissonances
are permitted on the
downbeat. but as you
might expect, they have
to follow certain
specific rules.

oh you
don’t say.
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dissonances in species IV must be in the form of suspensions.
A suspension is a dissonant note that is approached by being
held over — suspended — from the previous note.

7-6

4-3 2-3
in species IV, you’re dealing with a lot of limitations with melody and counterpoint, so
you will sometimes get trapped in a situation where nothing will work. when this happens,
you are allowed to “break species”: forget the tie and slip into species II for a couple
of notes. 

don’t go crazy with this, though... species IV counterpoint should embrace suspensions,
not avoid them. it’s best to break species only rarely. unfortunately, sometimes that means

backing way up and choosing a different starting pitch for your counterpoint!

for example, here we
break species so we
can avoid writing a
fux-enraging four
4-3 suspensions
in a row!

we label suspensions by the intervals of the
suspension and resolution, so this one

would be called a 7-6 suspension.

another important defining
characteristic is that the

suspension resolves down
by step. if it doesn’t resolve

down by step, it’s not a
suspension!
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in this case, the suspension
is the F on the downbeat of
the second measure. it’s
prepared by the F in the
previous measure, and resolves
down to the E.

suspensions are great, by the way,
but don’t use the same one more
than three times in a row, or
fux will release the hounds.

similarly, in
this example,
the suspended
note is the D,
which forms a
fourth with
the A. it moves to a C, a third above the
bass, making it a 4-3 suspension. 

the only suspension fux allows when writing
counterpoint below the cantus firmus is the
2-3 suspension, in which the suspended note
forms a second with the cantus firmus, then
resolves down to a third. (when this suspension
is written an octave lower, it is sometimes called
a 9-10 suspension.)

see how we resolve to
a larger interval, unlike
the 7-6 or 4-3? we’re
below the cantus firmus,
so we move away from it.
because suspensions
always resolve down! 

the 7-6 and 4-3 suspensions
are the only ones fux allows

when writing counterpoint
above the cantus firmus.
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species breaker!



Species Counterpoint: Species V
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fifth species counterpoint is the culmination of all the other species,
and it’s the closest fux gets to palestrina’s style of florid counterpoint

that fux thought was so amazingly awesome.

there aren’t a lot of
new rules for this

species, and they mainly
deal with combining
the other species.

First, aim for a good
mix of different
species. don’t stay
too long with any
particular note value
before switching to
something else, so
your counterpoint
remains rhythmically
interesting.

when you’re using a particular note value,
follow the rules of the corresponding
species. so when you are using half
notes, make sure you’re obeying the
rules of species II. If you tie two half
notes together, keep the laws of
fourth species.

Leave the whole notes out, though, until
you get to the end of your exercise. if you
go all species I in the middle, things get
real boring real fast.

next, species III and IV can be combined
by using dotted half notes, which always
have to start on a strong beat.

lastly, you can include eighth notes to add
more rhythmic interest, as long as you
follow a few restrictions:

any dissonances involved with this kind of
figure have to follow the rules of fourth
species counterpoint: that is, they need
to be suspensions prepared and executed
by the dotted half note and resolved
immediately afterward.

and they’re all
about rhythm!

Species V Casserole

2 cups second species

Combine all ingredients in a grand staff and mix well.

Heat through to prevent unjustified dissonances from

forming. Let cool and serve on period instruments.

½ cup first species

2 cups third species 3 tsp ties (fresh or frozen)

dash eighth notes (optional)

1-½ cups fourth species
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*
they have to occur
in pairs on weak

beats,

both notes must
be approached and
resolved by step,

only one pair
should be used

in any given
measure!

eighth notes?
I love those

guys!


